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Abstract
Robustness to reverberation is a key concern for distant-microphone ASR. Various approaches
have been proposed, including single-channel or multichannel dereverberation, robust feature
extraction, alternative acoustic models, and acoustic model adaptation. However, to the best of
our knowledge, a detailed study of these techniques in varied reverberation conditions is still
missing in the literature. In this paper, we conduct a series of experiments to assess the impact
of various dereverberation and acoustic model adaptation approaches on the ASR performance
in the range of reverberation conditions found in real domestic environments. We consider both
established approaches such as WPE and newer approaches such as learning hidden unit contri-
bution (LHUC) adaptations, whose performance has not been reported before in this context, and
we employ them in combination. Our results indicate that performing weighted prediction error
(WPE) dereverberation on a reverberated test speech utterance and decoding using an deep neural
network (DNN) acoustic model trained with multi-condition reverberated speech with feature-
space maximum likelihood linear regression (fMLLR) transformed features, outperforms more
recent approaches and helps significantly reduce the word error rate (WER).
Keywords: Robust ASR, dereverberation, acoustic model adaptation, evaluation.
1. Introduction
Many automatic speech recognition systems (ASR) such as the Amazon Echo do not require
the user to stay close to the microphone while interacting with the device. This raises two main
problems, namely noise and reverberation. The performance of ASR systems is known to de-
grade under these external influences (Brutti and Matassoni, 2016; Petrick et al., 2014; Wölfel
and McDonough, 2009; Yoshioka et al., 2012).
Various methods have been proposed to tackle ASR under noisy conditions (Li et al., 2013).
Evaluation challenges have also been conducted on this specific issue (Barker et al., 2015). The
problem can be addressed at different stages of ASR. At the signal level, single-channel and mul-
tichannel speech enhancement techniques have been applied (Virtanen et al., 2012; Sivasankaran
et al., 2015). At the feature level, cepstral mean and variance normalization (CMVN) (Viikki
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et al., 1998), histogram equalization (Molau et al., 2003) and subband histogram normalization
(Joshi et al., 2015) techniques have been employed. At the model level, multi-condition training
and model adaptation techniques have been used. Another approach is to model the uncertainties
created by the noise and compensate them across the ASR system in order to achieve noise ro-
bustness (Abdelaziz et al., 2015). An overview of noise robust techniques for ASR is described
in (Li et al., 2013).
Similarly, ASR for reverberated speech has previously been studied (Kinoshita et al., 2013;
Brutti and Matassoni, 2016; Yoshioka et al., 2012; Brutti and Matassoni, 2014). Room acoustics
induces three components, namely: direct sound, early reflections and late reverberation. The
boundary between early reflections and late reverberation is generally considered to be around
50 ms after the direct signal. The energy ratio of direct sound and early reflections with respect
to the late reverberation is measured by the clarity index, C50 (Kuttruff, 2009; Nishiura et al.,
2007). This quantity is also sometimes referred to as the early-to-late ratio (ELR) and it is known
to influence the ASR performance (Wölfel and McDonough, 2009). Another parameter which
is commonly associated with reverberant signals is the reverberation time (RT) which is defined
as the time taken for the audio signal to decay by 60 dB. Early reflections can be considered
as a convolution of the speech signal with a stationary channel response, which can be handled
by CMVN, and they have been reported to improve ASR performance under certain conditions
(Petrick et al., 2014; Brutti and Matassoni, 2016). Late reverberation, by contrast, is considered
to be uncorrelated to the speech signal and it contributes most to the degradation of the ASR
performance.
Reverberation has been tackled across multiple fronts in ASR systems. Single-channel and
multichannel dereverberation techniques have been investigated (Naylor and Gaubitch, 2010).
Features which are more robust to reverberation have been proposed (Hermansky and Morgan,
1994; Kingsbury et al., 1998; Falk and Chan, 2010; Ganapathy et al., 2011). Time delay neural
networks (Peddinti et al., 2015b,a) and polyphone (instead of triphone) acoustic models (Yosh-
ioka et al., 2012), which take into account the longer term characteristics of speech, have shown
promising results at the expense of a larger computational cost. I-vector based model adapta-
tion (Peddinti et al., 2015b) and ROVER based system combination (Fiscus, 1997) have also
been proposed as solutions. Evaluation campaigns such as REVERB (Kinoshita et al., 2013) and
ASpIRE (Harper, 2015) have recently contributed to popularizing this research topic.
To the best of our knowledge there are only three studies in the literature which attempt to
evaluate in detail the performance of various techniques for reverberant ASR. Brutti and Matas-
soni (2016) have analyzed the effect of reverberation on ASR and correlated its performance with
the characteristics of room impulse responses (RIR). The RIRs used were synthetically generated
and the results were validated using real RIRs. They showed the dependence of ASR accuracy on
the features derived from the structure of early reflections and late reverberation. However, the
experiments were conducted using multi-condition training only: no dereverberation or acoustic
model adaptation was applied. Another work of interest is the summary of the REVERB chal-
lenge by Kinoshita et al. (2016). Many techniques were tried as part of this challenge. However,
the test material covered a small range of ELR and RT conditions, which questions the valid-
ity of the results in the larger range of conditions found in real environments. Delcroix et al.
(2015) detailed different techniques to counter reverberation using the REVERB dataset such
as dereverberation using weighted prediction error (WPE) and minimum variance distortionless
response (MVDR) beamforming. The effect on the performance using unsupervised adaptation
and increased dataset size was also studied. This detailed work however lacks a comparison of
the older WPE and MVDR methods to newer DNN based dereverberation and adaptation meth-
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ods. Performance comparison using different features such as fMLLR are also missing. FMLLR
features have however been used in Peddinti et al. (2015b) to obtain state of the art results as part
of the ASpIRE challenge. Nevertheless a comparison of techniques and their combinations are
missing in the literature.
In this work, we build upon these studies. We conduct a series of experiments to assess
the impact of various dereverberation and acoustic model adaptation approaches on the ASR
performance. We evaluate the validity of these approaches in varied ELR and RT reverberation
conditions on data simulated from real RIRs. The best performing methods on the simulated data
are then applied on the real data. We consider both established approaches and newer approaches,
whose performance across different reverberation conditions has not been reported before, and
we employ them in combination. As a side contribution, we evaluate the performance of DNN
based dereverberation using fMLLR features, which hasnt been reported earlier to the best of our
knowledge.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 details the dataset creation and sets
up the baseline for our experiments. Section 3 explains how clean alignments for training are ob-
tained and shows the relevant results. Section 5 details the different dereverberation techniques
tried and Section 6 explains the model adaptation techniques. We then combine the best per-
forming techniques and apply them on a real dataset in Section 7. We summarize our findings in
Section 8.
2. Baseline
2.1. Dataset
All experiments up to Section 7 are conducted on simulated data created in a similar way to
the CHiME-3 simulated corpus (Barker et al., 2015). Speech consists of utterances from the Wall
Street Journal (WSJ0) corpus (Garofalo et al., 2007). We use 7138 utterances from the original
WSJ0 corpus for training, 410 utterances from the CHiME-3 corpus for development and 330
utterances from the CHiME-3 corpus for testing, all of which were recorded in clean conditions.
The 7138 training utterances correspond to approximately 15 h of speech. The utterances are
spoken by 83 speakers in the training set, 4 other speakers in the development set, and 4 other
speakers in the test set. All data are sampled at 16 kHz.
188 real multichannel room impulse responses (RIR) recorded as part of the VoiceHome
project (Bertin et al., 2016) are used to simulate reverberation 1. The RIRs are recorded using
two 8-microphone devices at various positions and distances in 12 real rooms. Recordings are
made in 3 different homes, labeled as HOME1, HOME2 and HOME3. The RIRs from HOME1,
HOME2 and HOME3 are used for training, development and testing respectively. The ELR and
the RT were computed for each RIR. A scatter plot of the estimated ELR and RT is shown in
Fig. 1. The details of the RIR recordings are described in (Bertin et al., 2016).
In order to analyze the effect of different reverberation conditions, we cluster the RIRs into 6
classes based on ELR and RT. Specifically, we consider three ELR conditions:
1. low ELR ≤ 10 dB
2. medium ELR between 10 and 15 dB
3. high ELR > 15 dB
1The recorded RIRs are freely available at http://voice-home.gforge.inria.fr/voiceHome_corpus.html
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Figure 1: Distribution of ELR and RT of all the room impulse responses. The lines in the plot define the boundaries
between RIR conditions used in this experiment.
and two RT conditions:
1. low RT ≤ 0.45 s
2. high RT > 0.45 s.
The ranges of ELR and RT values for different classes were chosen in order to ensure that enough
RIRs are available for training, development and testing in each of the classes.
Reverberated speech signals are then generated as follows. For every utterance, we pick a
random multichannel RIR from the corresponding set (training, development, or testing) and
from the desired reverberation class. The clean speech signal s[n] is then normalized to unit
power and convolved with the RIR hm[n] for each microphone m. Real noise η[n], recorded
in quiet conditions in the same room as the RIR, is added to every channel to make the simula-
tion more realistic. Therefore the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) matches the one observed in real
condition in the room (and it depends on distance). We denote the reverberated speech signal by
ym[n]. As in CHiME-3, the normalization constant is computed after applying a high pass filter
f80 to remove frequency components below 80 Hz, which are generally associated with noise.
The equations below summarize the reverberation simulation process:
shigh[n] = f80 ∗ s[n] (1)
spow =
1
N
N∑
n=1
shigh[n]2 (2)
ym[n] =
1
√spow
hm ∗ s[n] + η[n] (3)
Here ∗ denotes convolution and N the signal duration.
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We generate 9 training, development and testing sets in total:
1. 1 condition-specific training, development and testing set for each ELR and RT class. We
label the dataset as CS i(tr,dt,et), where i = 1 . . . 6, represents the six different reverberation
classes mentioned in Section 2.1. (tr, dt, et) represents training, development and test part
of the dataset respectively.
2. 1 multi-condition training, development and testing set for ASR, generated by randomly
picking RIRs across all reverberation classes. We label this dataset as MC1(tr,dt,et).
3. 1 multi-condition training, development and testing set for deep neural network (DNN)
based dereverberation. We label this dataset as MC2(tr,dt,et). Note that MC
1 cannot be
used for to train the dereverberation DNN since it would overfit this data and result in a
mismatch between the training and test features for ASR.
4. 1 multi-condition training, development and testing set simulated by convolving the clean
speech with the early part of the RIRs. We label this dataset as MCE(tr,dt,et). This is done to
evaluate the influence of early reflections on ASR.
The first 7 sets are used in all experiments, and the last two are used in Section 5 only. All
training, development and test datasets contain 7138, 410 and 330 utterances, respectively. This
is to ensure that the amount of data used while experimenting always remains the same. Apart
from the above mentioned datasets we utilize the clean WSJ0 training and development dataset
to obtain clean alignments. This dataset is labeled as CWS J(tr,dt,et).
2.2. ASR
Speech recognition is done using a context-dependent DNN-HMM acoustic model. The de-
fault number of layers used for all models is 7 unless specified otherwise. Each layer is pretrained
using restricted Boltzman machine (RBM). The RBMs are stacked together to form a deep belief
network (DBN). The weights of the DBN are updated using the backpropagation algorithm with
cross entropy as the loss function (Hinton et al., 2012). The Kaldi toolkit (Povey et al., 2011) was
used to train the ASR system. The standard Kaldi CHiME-3 DNN recipe using nnet1 framework
was modified for this work. The number of senones (DNN outputs) is set to 1983 throughout the
paper. The development part of the dataset is used to ensure that the training does not overfit the
training data. A trigram statistical language model was used as a language model (LM) while
decoding. Results are reported only for the test dataset.
2.3. Baseline results
Datasets used: CWS J(tr,dt), MC
1
(tr,dt,et), CS
i
(et), i = 1 . . . 6
A first set of experiments were conducted to estimate the performance limits of the system.
Logmel features of dimension 40 along with 5 frame left and right context were used as input
features (until Section 4). This gave an input feature dimension of 40 × 11 = 440. The features
were computed using a frame duration of 25 ms and frame shift of 10 ms. The input speech
signal was filtered with an 80 Hz highpass filter before feature extraction in order to discard
very low frequencies where the speech energy is minimal. Except in the cases when multichan-
nel enhancement was applied (thereby reducing the multichannel input signal to a single-channel
enhanced signal), only the first channel was used. No feature normalization was performed while
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computing the logmel features. Using clean data for both training and testing, a word error rate
(WER) of 2.78% was obtained. This gives the performance limit which should be aimed for
while constructing an ASR system for reverberated speech. Using multicondition data, a WER
of 12.70% was obtained and is considered as baseline in the rest of the paper. This sets the
lower limit of acceptable performance for our system. For completeness we also evaluate the
performance when recognizing clean data with the multicondition model. We obtain a WER
of 71.6% 2. The ASR performance of the multicondition model on different reverberation con-
ditions CS iet, i = 1 . . . 6 is shown in Fig. 5(a). The figure shows WER markings on a single
dimensional axis. The bigger marker in black is used to mark the average performance of the
system while the smaller markers in different colors are used to mark the performance in differ-
ent reverberation conditions. As expected, the performance of the model in highly reverberant
conditions (low ELR) is worse than in other reverberation conditions. Also the RT appears to
have little influence on the ASR performance in high and medium ELR conditions, but it does
have one in low ELR conditions.
2.4. Matched condition training
Datasets used: CS i(tr,dt,et), i = 1 . . . 6
The idea behind matched condition training is to evaluate the model performance in the ideal
case when the testing and training data are similar. In this section, training and testing are done
on one of the 6 condition-specific datasets described above. For example, models trained on
data with RT ≤ 0.45 and 10 < ELR ≤ 15 are used only to decode data with the same RT and
ELR range. The reverberation class is assumed to be known a priori in order to study the upper
bound of the ASR performance with matched condition training (automatic estimation of the
reverberation class is addressed in Section 6.2).
Results obtained using matched condition training are shown in Fig. 5(b). A small WER
improvement is observed compared to multicondition training, but not as large as expected. This
can be attributed to the fact that DNN acoustic models learn better when the training data ex-
hibits more variability as compared to the smaller variability seen in matched condition training.
Further experiments are to be conducted in the future to verify this claim as a function of the
amount and the variability of the data. An improvement in performance was observed for high
ELR conditions with high RT but a WER deterioration was observed in the case of high ELR
and low RT. The RT values did not influence the performance in other reverberation conditions.
3. Improvements using clean alignment
Datasets used: CWS J(tr,dt), MC
1
(tr,dt,et), CS
i
(et), i = 1 . . . 6
2Similar deterioration in ASR performance were observed while decoding clean speech with noisy multicondition
acoustic model in CHiME and REVERB challenge baselines.
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The performance of a DNN acoustic model depends on the senone alignments which were
used while training the model. The alignments for the training and the development data are
obtained using a Gaussian mixture model-hidden Markov model (GMM-HMM) acoustic model.
Since the performance on clean speech was better than the performance on reverberated speech,
we believe that the alignments obtained using the clean GMM-HMM model (trained on clean
data) are more reliable than those obtained from the GMM-HMM model trained on reverberated
speech. Therefore, we use the alignment information obtained from clean data in order to train a
reverberated DNN-HMM acoustic model from reverberated speech features. Similar ideas were
tried earlier in (Sehr et al., 2014) in the context of GMM-HMM systems. A reduction of the
training time and the WER was reported.
Results obtained using clean alignments to train a multicondition model are summarized in
Fig. 5(c). An average relative WER improvement of 16.77% is observed when compared to
the multicondition model trained using non-clean alignments. We observe RT values having an
influence in WER values in low and medium ELR reverberation condition.
Matched condition training was also performed using clean alignments. The results obtained
are shown in Fig. 5(d). Though an improvement in the WER performance compared to matched
condition training without clean alignment is observed, multicondition training in general still
performs better than matched condition training. Matched condition training for datasets with
high RT seems to have particularly benefited with the usage of clean alignments. In the rest of
the paper we use clean alignments for ASR acoustic model training.
4. Improved Features
Dataset used: MC1(tr,dt,et), CS
i
(et), i = 1 . . . 6
Following improved ASR performance in reverberant conditions using feature-space maxi-
mum likelihood linear regression (fMLLR) in (Peddinti et al., 2015b), we apply the technique
to our problem. To transform features using speaker-dependent fMLLR transforms, the 13-
dimensional MFCC features are first normalized to zero mean per speaker using cepstral mean
normalization (CMN). The current frame is spliced with three context frames on either side to
form a 7 × 13 = 91 dimensional feature vector. Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is used to
transform the 91 dimensional vector to dimension 40. The fMLLR transform for every speaker
is estimated from the LDA transformed features (Gales, 1998).
FMLLR features along with the clean alignments are then used to train the DNN acoustic
model. The obtained results are summarized in Fig. 5(e). A WER of 7.04% which is an improve-
ment of 44.56% over the baseline and 33.33% over the filterbank features with similar training
and testing conditions, is observed. Improvement is seen across all the reverberation conditions.
RT values influence the performance only in the medium ELR reverberation conditions. In the
rest of this paper, all experiments are conducted using fMLLR transformed features
5. Dereverberation
One way to fight reverberation is to reduce it in the signal domain or the spectral domain. We
therefore evaluate dereverberation techniques in this section. According to the notation in Section
2.1, the general formulation of the dereverberation problem is to estimate the acoustic signal s[n]
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emitted by the source from the signals ym[n], 1 ≤ m ≤ M, received by the M microphones.
Approaches to dereverberation can broadly be divided into two categories. One approach is to
nonlinearly filter out reverberation in the power or magnitude time-frequency domain (Lebart
et al., 2001; Habets et al., 2009) and the other (linear) approach is to invert the RIR in the time
domain or the complex-valued time-frequency domain (Gannot and Moonen, 2003; Gillespie
et al., 2001; Nakatani et al., 2008).
5.1. DNN based dereverberation
Dataset used: CWS J(tr,dt), MC
2
(tr,dt,et), MC
1
(tr,dt,et), MC
E
(tr,dt,et), CS
i
(et), i = 1 . . . 6
DNN based dereverberation is a recent single-channel technique which falls into the first
category. Han et al. (2015) and Hsiao et al. (2015) proposed to train a DNN to estimate the
clean speech spectrum from the reverberated speech spectrum. An improved WER along with
improvements in speech quality measures such as the perceptual evaluation of speech quality
(PESQ) were reported. We performed a series of experiments to understand the impact of this
dereverberation technique. We remind the readers that all further ASR experiments are conducted
using clean alignments and fMLLR features.
Our first experiment concerns the choice of the target. As mentioned above, Han et al.
(2015) and Hsiao et al. (2015) considered clean speech yDm[n] (i.e., the direct part of the re-
verberated speech signal) as the target. However, other dereverberation techniques (not based
on DNN) previously proposed in the literature considered the non-reverberant part of the sig-
nal (i.e., the sum of direct sound and early reflections) as the target instead (Habets et al.,
2009). The non-reverberant part can be computed by convolving the speech signal in a simi-
lar manner as in (1)–(3), except that the RIR is reduced to the first 50 ms after direct sound:
yDEm [n] = (1/
√spow)hDEm ? s[n]. To decide which of these is to be used, we evaluate the WER
achieved by performing ASR on the non-reverberant part of the speech signal (using dataset
MCE without any dereverberation). The obtained WERs of 7.06% is significantly worse than the
WER obtained for clean speech. This contrasts with the results observed by Petrick et al. (2014),
which found early reflections to aid the ASR performance in some reverberation conditions.
Further experiments are to be conducted to understand this apparent contradiction.
Based on these results, we argue that the non-reverberant part of the signal is a suboptimal
target and we decide to learn a DNN mapping between the reverberated speech features and
clean speech features instead. Before extracting the features from clean speech we normalize the
energy of the target clean speech signal to that of the input reverberated speech signal.
This mapping can be learned in multiple ways, namely:
1. Learning a mapping between the fMLLR features of reverberated speech and clean speech.
Here the output is the fMLLR of direct speech and the DNN output dimension is 40. DNN
based dereverberation using fMLLR features has not been reported earlier in the literature.
2. Learning a mapping between the MFCCs of reverberated speech and clean speech (Weninger
et al., 2014). FMLLR coefficients are then computed from the estimated clean MFCC fea-
tures. The DNN output dimension here is 13 which corresponds to the MFCC dimension.
A simple multilayer perceptron (MLP) with three hidden layers was used to learn the map-
pings. Each hidden layer had 2048 nonlinear units. Mean squared error was employed as the
objective function for optimization. A separate development set was used to ensure that the
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model does not overfit the training data. The input features were normalized to zero mean and
unit variance. Sigmoid activation functions were used for all hidden layers. The activation func-
tion for the output layer was set to a linear function. The weights of the network were initialized
using RBM pretraining. Backpropagation with a minibatch size of 256 was used to train the
network. Standard stochastic gradient descent was used as the optimizer with initial learning rate
set to λ = 0.08.
The MC2 dataset was used to train the dereverberation DNN while the MC1 dataset, after
dereverberation, was used to train the ASR models. The ASR results obtained after DNN-based
dereverberation of the training, development and testing sets are summarized in Table 1. Direct
estimation of fMLLR transformed features performed better than estimating the MFCC features
and the WER result is 6.87%.
5.2. Beamforming
Dataset used: MC1(tr,dt,et)
For comparison, we also performed multichannel dereverberation with weighted delay and
sum beamforming using the Beamformit toolkit (Anguera et al., 2007). The toolkit uses Steered
Response Power with the PHAse Transform (SRP-PHAT) algorithm for localization (Loesch
and Yang, 2010). All eight channels of reverberated speech are used for beamforming. Speech
dereverberation and ASR are performed on the same MC1 dataset. We obtained a WER of
6.61%.
5.3. Single-channel spectral processing
Dataset used: MC1(tr,dt,et)
Spectral enhancement schemes based on room acoustics, minimum statistics, and temporal
cepstrum smoothing can be employed to suppress noise and reverberation. We evaluate the
single channel spectral enhancement technique proposed in (Cauchi et al., 2015) on one channel
(0th channel) of the reverberated speech. The technique works by first computing a real valued
spectral gain gm(ω, t) ∈ [0, 1] and multiplying it with the reverberated speech spectrum X(ω, t)
as:
Ŝ m(ω, t) = gm(ω, t) × X(ω, t). (4)
Here ω and t are the frequency bin and frame index. The gain is computed using minimum mean
square error (MMSE) estimators of clean speech spectral magnitudes. Speech dereverberation
and ASR are performed on the same MC1 dataset. We obtain a WER of 6.97%.
5.4. Weighted prediction error
Dataset used: MC1(tr,dt,et)
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(a) Clean speech
(b) Reverberated speech
(c) WPE
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(d) Beamformit
(e) Spectral enhancement
Figure 2: Spectrogram of the clean, reverberated, dereverberated using WPE technique, dereverberated using Beamformit
and dereverberated using spectral enhancement for the speech utterance: “DESPITE THE JULY DECLINE DURABLE
GOODS ORDERS REMAINED SEVEN POINT SEVEN PERCENT ABOVE THE YEAR EARLIER LEVEL”
Finally, we evaluate the weighted prediction error (WPE) method in (Nakatani et al., 2008;
Yoshioka et al., 2009, 2011), which falls into the second category of dereverberation approaches
which attempt to invert the RIR. The WPE method operates in the complex-valued time-frequency
domain by calculating multichannel linear prediction errors in each frequency bin. The derever-
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berated spectral component Ŝ m(ω, t) can be computed as
Ŝ m(ω, t) = Ym(ω, t) − Y ′m(ω, t) (5)
Y ′m(ω, t) =
Dl+Kl−1∑
k=Dl
M∑
m′=1
gmm′ (ω, k)Ym′ (ω, t − k), (6)
where {gmm′ (ω, k)}Dt≤k≤Dt+Kl−1,1≤m′≤M is the complex-valued M-input 1-output prediction filter at
the ω-th frequency bin, Kl is the filter order and Dl is the prediction step size. The prediction
filter is estimated by minimizing the mean square error in a maximum likelihood framework.
Speech dereverberation and ASR are performed on the same MC1 dataset. We obtain a WER of
6.69%.
The spectrograms obtained after dereverberation for the various algorithm choices along with
the spectrogram of clean speech are shown in Fig. 23. Beamformit was observed to result in
energy suppression in the high frequency range for this and many other utterances.
5.5. Combining dereverberation techniques
Dataset used: MC1(tr,dt,et),MC
2
(tr,dt)
The ASR results obtained when applying the above considered dereverberation techniques
to the training, development and testing sets are shown in Table 1. Improvements in the WER
performance are observed with all dereverberation techniques but difference in the improvements
were small. The best result of 6.61% was observed using Beamformit that is a 6.1% relative
improvement compared to training and testing on reverberated data.
We further evaluate the ASR performance using combinations of dereverberation techniques.
We start with Beamformit followed by DNN based fMLLR estimation. This resulted in a WER
of 6.59% while WPE followed by DNN based fMLLR estimation gave a WER of 6.65%. The
best performing system was a combination of Beamformit and DNN based fMLLR estimation.
The performance of the system with WPE and DNN based fMLLR estimation is shown for all
reverberation conditions in Fig. 5(f). The results follow previous trends namely, RT was not a
factor if the ELR is sufficiently high but the RT has an influence on the WER for low and medium
ELR conditions.
6. Model adaptation
There are multiple techniques which are used to adapt acoustic models to different conditions.
I-vectors (Dehak et al., 2009) are typically used to adapt to speakers and environments. Learning
hidden unit contributions (LHUC) (Swietojanski and Renals, 2014) is another approach to adapt
acoustic models to speakers. Linear input network (LIN) (Neto et al., 1995; Abrash et al., 1995),
which defines an additional layer between the input features and the hidden layer of the network
can be seen as a linear transform of the input feature, which has a similar effect to feature-domain
maximum likelihood linear regression (fMLLR) feature transformation.
3Spectrograms from DNN could not be plotted since they estimate the MFCCs or fMLLR features directly
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Table 1: WER (%) obtained with different speech dereverberation techniques along with number of channels used. With
the exception of baseline results, all other ASR experiments are conducted using fMLLR features and clean alignments.
Dereverberation
Technique # Channels WER
No dereverb baseline
(filterbank feats) 1 12.70
No dereverb baseline
(fMLLR feats) 1 7.04
DNN
(fMLLR feats) 1 6.87
DNN
(MFCC feats) 1 7.58
Beamformit 8 6.61
WPE 8 6.69
Spectral
Enhancement 1 6.97
Beamformit +
DNN (fMLLR) 8 6.59
WPE +
DNN (fMLLR) 8 6.65
Another adaptation technique which is similar to fMLLR is described in Yao et al. (2012)
except that the adaptation takes place in a higher dimension space as compared to fMLLR. This
method requires estimation of parameters for a fully connected affine layer which is in the order
of 2048 × 2048. This is in contrast to the LHUC method which requires estimation of 2048
parameters. Since the amount of available data for adaptation was minimal (around 200 utter-
ances), we select i-vectors and LHUC as representative of the aforementioned model adaptation
techniques and investigate their impact on the ASR performance in a reverberant environment.
6.1. Learning Hidden Unit Contributions
Dataset used: MC1(tr,dt,et), CS
i
(dt,et), i = 1 . . . 6
LHUC is a new model adaptation technique which was introduced for speaker adaptation. In
this work we analyze the detailed performance of LHUC in reverberant conditions using fMLLR
features (without applying any kind of dereverberation). The key aspect of LHUC is to learn
a speaker-dependent scaling factor for each hidden unit in the DNN acoustic model. If φ is a
nonlinear activation function, W l and bl are the weight matrix and bias components for the l-th
layer of a classical DNN and xl is the input to the layer, the j-th hidden unit activation for the
l-th layer is classically given by
hlj = φ(W
l
jx
l + blj). (7)
LHUC learns an additional set of parameters for each hidden unit, such that
hlj = ζ(θ
l
j) ◦ φ(W
l
jx
l + blj) (8)
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where θ are the speaker-dependent LHUC parameters and ζ is a scaling function which constrains
the value range of the scaling factors and can either be a sigmoid, tanh or exponential function.
The value ζ(θlj) is the scaling factor for the j-th activation unit of the l-th layer. In our experiment,
the function ζ was set to exponential as advocated in (Swietojanski et al., 2016). An advantage
of LHUC adaptation is that the weights and bias values which are learned using the full training
set remain untouched. This preserves the feature representations learned by the network.
In this paper, experiments are performed using the supervised approach applied to the prob-
lem of reverberation. We assume that the reverberation condition (i.e., the ELR and RT class
among the 6 possible classes) is known for each utterance in the training, development, and test-
ing sets. Half of the development data (205 utterances) for each reverberation condition is used
to learn the LHUC parameters and the rest is used for validation. This ensures that the model
does not overfit the training data. The frame classification error rate on the development data was
used to decide the improvement in the model. Based on the senone error rate of the validation
data, we stop training after 15 iterations.
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Figure 3: Histogram of LHUC parameters in the first layer.
The statistics of the learned LHUC parameters vary according to the reverberation condition
as seen for the first layer LHUC parameters in Fig. 3. Most of the learning happens in the bottom
layers. The statistics of LHUC parameters in the top layers are found to be similar for different
reverberation conditions. An example histogram for the fourth layer can be as seen in Fig. 4.
This observation is consistent with the ones reported in (Swietojanski et al., 2016).
The ASR results obtained using LHUC adaptation given knowledge of the true reverbera-
tion condition are summarized in Fig. 5(g). LHUC adaptation outperforms the baseline for all
reverberation conditions.
6.2. Identifying reverberation conditions
Dataset used: CS i(tr,dt,et), i = 1 . . . 6
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Figure 4: Histogram of LHUC parameters in the fourth layer.
In order to employ LHUC in a practical scenario when the true reverberation condition is
unknown, the reverberation condition must be automatically identified. As mentioned above, i-
vectors do encode some relevant information about the reverberant environment. Therefore, we
use i-vectors computed on reverberated speech as features along with support vector machines
(SVM)(Vapnik, 1998) as a classifier to identify the reverberation condition of each utterance.
The experiment was conducted with 7138 training utterances for each of the reverberation
conditions. This gave us 7138×6 = 42828 utterances and implicitly, 42828 i-vectors for training.
Similarly, 2460 i-vectors were used for validation and the 1980 i-vectors for testing. The i-vectors
were computed as described in Section 6.3 below. A radial basis function was used as the kernel
and the parameters C = 512 and γ = 0.0078125 were set using the validation set. LibSVM
(Chang and Lin, 2011) was used to train the SVM. An accuracy of 53.3% was obtained. The
confusion matrix is shown in Table 2. Good classification accuracy in terms of ELR and greater
confusion in terms of RT can be observed. This is consistent with the range of ELR and RT
values observed in our dataset and with the error rates (expressed in terms of the relative error in
dB and %) reported by Eaton et al. (2015).
We then use these identified labels to pick up the respective LHUC adapted models for ASR
decoding. The results obtained are shown in Fig. 5(h). Strangely, a small improvement in WER
can be observed compared to Fig. 5(g), where real reverberation condition labels were used.
Nevertheless the results are worse than the ASR system without LHUC adaptation for all reverb
conditions.
6.3. I-vectors
Dataset used: MC1(tr,dt,et), CS
i
(et), i = 1 . . . 6
For comparison, we evaluate i-vector based adaptation, which is traditionally employed for
speaker adaptation of DNN acoustic models in the context of ASR. The i-vector associated with
each utterance represents a point in the subspace of speaker variability and it is appended to
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Table 2: Confusion matrix (%) for reverberation condition classification. True conditions are in rows and estimated
conditions in columns.
RT [<0.45]
ELR [<10]
RT [<0.45]
ELR [10-15]
RT [<0.45]
ELR [>15]
RT [>0.45]
ELR [<10]
RT [>0.45]
ELR [10-15]
RT [>0.45]
ELR [>15]
RT [<0.45] ELR [<10] 8 0 0 58 34 0
RT [<0.45] ELR [10-15] 3 58 1 1 35 1
RT [<0.45] ELR [>15] 0 27 47 0 1 26
RT [>0.45] ELR [<10] 0 1 0 95 4 0
RT [>0.45] ELR [10-15] 0 16 0 2 81 2
RT [>0.45] ELR [>15] 0 37 1 0 32 30
Table 3: WER (%) for different model adaptation techniques. The results are obtained by averaging over 6× 330 = 1980
utterances.
I-vector
(unknown reverb condition)
LHUC
(known reverb condition)
LHUC
(unknown reverb condition)
7.36 7.25 7.00
the fMLLR features in all time frames while training the acoustic model. A 10% relative WER
improvement was reported using i-vectors for speaker adaptation in (Saon et al., 2013). I-vectors
are also known to enable adaptation to environmental acoustic conditions (Rouvier and Favre,
2014) and have been used previously to adapt to reverberant conditions (Alam et al., 2014) in the
context of the REVERB challenge.
In our experiment, the universal background model (UBM) is built using a subset of multicon-
dition training data. MFCCs are used as features to build the UBM. MFCC features normalized
with CMVN along with 3 context features on either side are appended to form a single vector.
The dimension of the features was reduced to 40 by linear discriminant analysis (LDA). The total
variability matrix was learned using the full multicondition training set. I-vectors of dimension
100 are eventually appended to the acoustic features to train the DNN. The input dimension of
the DNN is now 540 (100 i-vectors and 40 × 11 fMLLR). ASR results obtained using i-vector
adaptation method are shown in Table 3. A WER of 7.36% was obtained which is worse than the
ASR system without i-vectors. I-vectors seems to have a negative influence when used in com-
bination with fMLLR features even though they were observed to improve performance when
used in combination with filterbank features in similar settings (result not shown in the figure).
A summary comparison of the tested model adaptation techniques is given in Table 3. None
of the adaptation schemes resulted in WER improvements with fMLLR features. For this reason,
we do not combine LHUC or i-vectors adaptation methods with speech dereverberation. A
snapshot of all the ASR performance obtained using all techniques on simulated data is shown in
Fig. 5 for convenience. For easier comparison, the results on the simulated data are summarized
in Table 4.
7. Experiments on real data
To confirm whether the techniques described above work in the case of real reverberated
speech, we performed experiments on the real data of the REVERB challenge (Kinoshita et al.,
2016). The challenge provides 1, 2 and 8 channel training, development and test data at a sam-
pling rate of 16 kHz. The training set contains 7861 utterances of clean speech. Reverberation
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(a) Baseline: multicondition training with non-clean alignments and filterbank features.
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(b) Matched condition training with non-clean alignments and filterbank features.
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(c) Multicondition training with clean alignments and filterbank features.
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(d) Matched condition training with clean alignments and filterbank features.
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(e) Multicondition training with clean alignments and fMLLR features.
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(f) Multicondition training with clean alignments, fMLLR features, and WPE+DNN dereverberation.
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(g) Multicondition training with clean alignments, fMLLR features, and LHUC with known reverberation labels.
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(h) Multicondition training with clean alignments, fMLLR features, and LHUC with unknown labels.
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Figure 5: A snapshot of WER scores of all methods across all reverberation conditions. The figure shows WER markings
on a single dimensional axis. The bigger marker in black is used to denote the average performance of the system while
the smaller markers in different colors and shapes are used to mark the performance in different reverberation conditions.
The green marker is used to denote the performance in clean conditions.
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Table 4: Summary of results in simulated conditions.
Index Methods WER
1 Multicondition 12.70
2
Matched
condition 12.37
3
Multicondition
(clean aligns) 10.57
4 3 + fMLLR feats 7.04
5 4 + WPE 6.69
6 4 + Beamformit 6.61
7 4 + DNN 6.87
8 4 + Spectral Ench. 6.97
9 6 +DNN 6.59
10 5 + DNN 6.65
11 3 + i-vectors 7.36
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4 + LHUC
(known reverb) 7.25
13
4+ LHUC
(unknown reverb) 7.00
and noise were simulated using these clean utterances as part of the REVERB dataset. The
development and test sets contains both simulated and real reverberated noisy speech. The de-
velopment set contains 1484 simulated utterances and 179 real utterances. In our experiments
we use the full training set (7861 utterances) and the full development set (1663 utterances)
to train the DNN acoustic model. Testing was carried out on the real part of the test set only,
which contains 186 utterances with high reverberation conditions and 186 utterances with low
reverberation conditions. No speaker information is provided during the testing phase.
A DNN based acoustic model was trained in a similar fashion as mentioned in Section 2.2. 40
dimensional fMLLR features were given as input. The DNN output dimension was 2079 which
corresponds to the total number of senones. A trigram statistical LM was used as a language
model.
The results obtained are shown in Table 5. A baseline WER of 78.54% was obtained using
clean alignments and filterbanks as features. Advanced fMLLR features resulted in improved
performance of 35.81% WER. It must be noted that no speaker information was provided as part
of the REVERB challenge and hence the fMLLR features were computed per utterance instead
of per speaker. Applying Beamformit improved the ASR performance to 28.20%, an improve-
ment of 21.25% relative. A relative WER improvement of 18.3% was obtained using WPE based
dereverberation which is slightly worse than using Beamformit. I-vectors in both the multicon-
dition and WPE dereverberated setting, deteriorated the ASR performance as was observed in
the simulated experiments. Finally, performance evaluation was conducted in mismatched con-
ditions. Speech signals after WPE and Beamformit based dereverberations were decoded using
an acoustic model trained on multicondition data. Relative WER improvements of 37.0% and
31.7% were observed, respectively. These are our best performing systems on the real test set of
the REVERB challenge. The best performing systems of the REVERB challenge reported an
average WER of 18.6% (across far and near field reverberations), under similar training condi-
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Table 5: WER (%) on real data. All experiments are conducted using FMLLR as features.
Train Test FarCondition
Near
Condition Average
Multi condition Multi condition 35.99 35.64 35.81
Beamformit Beamformit 29.07 27.34 28.20
WPE WPE 27.68 31.97 29.82
Multi condition
with i-vectors
Multi condition
with i-vectors 41.73 38.33 40.03
WPE with
i-vectors
WPE with
i-vectors 33.29 35.96 34.62
Multi condition WPE 20.83 24.34 22.58
Multi condition Beamformit 24.27 24.59 24.43
tions (8 channels, no boosting of dataset size). Given that we do not use sequence-discriminative
training and RNN language modeling which were used in the top performing systems, the results
obtained in this paper are competitive.
8. Conclusion
We presented a study of various techniques to tackle the ASR problem in a wide range of
reverberation conditions, considering both established techniques and new techniques whose
performance in such conditions had not been analyzed so far. We started off by creating a baseline
for our dataset. The dataset was created by corrupting clean speech with real impulse responses.
Six different reverberation classes were defined by drawing boundaries using the RT and ELR
range. The performance of different techniques was computed in each of these reverberation
conditions.
Matched condition training did not improve the ASR performance compared to multicondi-
tion training. Improvements in ASR performance were observed when clean alignments were
used as ground truth to train the acoustic model. Switching features from filterbanks to fM-
LLR gave a huge gain in ASR performance. WPE, beamforming, spectral enhancement and
DNN based dereverberation improved the ASR performance whereas adaptation methods such
as LHUC and i-vectors did not provide any gains. Combining clean alignment of training data,
fMLLR features and WPE/beamforming based dereverberation gave an overall relative improve-
ment of 44% on the simulated test set. A significant improvement was similarly observed across
all reverberation conditions. Experiments were also performed using the REVERB dataset where
the test set contained speech recorded in real reverberant conditions with the acoustic model
trained using simulated data. Combining clean alignment of training data, fMLLR features and
WPE based dereverberation under mismatched training conditions gave a relative improvement
of 37.0%. The obtained results were close to the best performing systems on REVERB challenge
under similar settings.
Though the improvement is significant we consider the ASR for reverberated speech problem
as unsolved. This is because of a relative WER difference of 59.0% between the performance
with clean speech and our best performing combination of techniques on the simulated dataset.
Further research on dereverberation and model adaptation is needed.
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